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SUMMARY

"Fitness" no longer responds to selection because natural selection in the past has raised 
it to the maximum possible level. All resources available from theenvironment areexploited 
maximally. Lifetime reproduction, in practice measured as total number of young weaned, or 
total weight weaned, over the lifetime, is the trait closest to fitness.

The paper discusses how lifetime reproduction is inherited. The everpresent natural 
selection, and past selection, constrain what can now be done. Quantitative genetics as usual ly 
taught has overlooked the importance, in practice, of this constraint on lifetime reproduction. 
The possible goals of animal improvement are 8lso constrained greatly by this fact. The paper 
seeks to make animal breeders sware of these limiting constraints.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is blatantly theoretical. It presents no new data. Instead it sets out to 
provoke a different way of seeing the inheritance of reproduction.

I contend that geneticists have used simplifying assumptions in the development of 
quantitative genetics. The fact that these are unproven assumptions is often forgotten as, say 
selection theory, becomes more refined and more complex mathematical procedures are applied.
I contend further that the people most likely to question the assumptions, and thus, in our 
example the whole body of advanced selection theory, are people who are not specialists in 
quantitative genetics and animal breeding These non-specialists, including researchers in 
other fields such as ethology, usually do not have their ideas read by specialist animal breeders. 
On the other hand, the advanced work of the geneticists often does not find much application in 
commercial animal improvement.

Our own research of the last five years, e.g. Luxford and Beilharz (1982), has shown 
that understanding the inheritance of reproduction is crucial to seeing where current 
quantitative genetics falls short of reality. It also lets us see what genetic improvement is likely 
to be attainable in practice.

THE INHERITANCE OF REPRODUCTION

"Fitness'is always and continuously under selection towards a higher value (Robertson,
1955). It will respond to that selection until it can no longer respond. At that point the animals 
must be making the best possible use of the resources of their environment. This fact is used as 
a self-evident axiom by ethologists and ecologists (e.g. McFarland, 1985).

"Fitness" describes the number of genes passed by individuals to the next generation. 
Lifetime reproductive performance, measured ss number of young that succeed in breeding in 
their turn (appropriately adjusted for generation length, if possible) must be very close to 
"fitness". The best practical measures of lifetime reproductive performance seem to be total 
number of young weaned, or total weight of young weaned, over lifetime.



Lifetime reproductive performance is a total trait that has many components. 
Multiplicative relationships exist between components, e.g.

Total no. of young = no. of litters x ovulation rate x survival.

The essential problem of the inheritance of reproduction can be shown by means of two 
equations:-

W  = XxYxZx... (1)

x + y + z+ ... = c (2)

where W  is "fitness" or lifetime reproduction, X, Y, Z are component traits of reproduction, x, 
y, z are resources consumed by each component trait and c is the constant expressing the 
maximum environmental resources available. These relationships were first set out by Goddard 
and Beilharz (1977).

Now, if c cannot be raised and past selection has maximised W , alteration of any 
component, e.g. raising X, whether genetically or environmentally, leads to a raised x which 
leads to a lowered y 8nd, or, z 8nd hence lowered Y or Z.

The genetic description of what has just been said must be 8S follows. W  is at its highest 
value and Its h2 = 0. X, Y and Z have optimal intermediate values and, because selection for each 
is towards an intermediate value, h2 is greater than 0. If the environment improves, i.e. c 
rises, each component trait will respond to upward selection leading to a possibly quite rapid 
rise in W  until e new maximum value is reached related to the improved value of c. Thus 
"h2 = 0" for the trait W  h8s meaning only for upward selection of W  when the environment is 
limiting. When c is raised, or when selection is downwards, W  will respond to selection. 
Domestication of a previously wild or feral population is a typical case of raising c.

Figure 1: Graph of "reproductive potential" as a function of
lifetime. M,N,0,P represent Conception, Birth, Puberty and 
Death, respectively for curve A.
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Lifetime reproduction can be visualized as being a curve of reproductive potential as a 
function of time (see figure 1). It is the area under the curve that is maximized. Curve A is the 
curve produced by the natural and traditional artificial selection of the past. If we now try to 
"Improve reproduction" we usually do this by selecting in first parity. This must lead to the 
situation shown in curve B, with the area under the curve reduced Our research in mice 
(Luxford and Beilharz, 1982; Luxford, Wilkinson, this conference) shows that raising of 
reproductive performance early in life is always accompanied by a shorter reproductive life

The curves shown represent an idealized picture. In our livestock there are many 
feedback mechanisms (e.g. interplay between hormones such as inhibin) that bring the actual 
course of reproduction back after a disturbance towards such an idealized curve for each 
individual. Research on inheritance of reproduction must therefore look beyond the responses 
obtained, say early in life, to determine the full (commercial) effects of the selection.

CORRELATIONS AMONG COMPONENT TRAITS

Traits measured at different points along a reproductive lifetime have definite 
developmental (ontogenetic) connections, which can explain assymmetries in genetic (and 
phenotypic) correlations among them. For example, in any reproductive episode in sheep, 
raising ovulation rate consumes fewer environmental resources than pregnancy, which uses 
fewer resources than lactation. Thus where quantity of feed is limiting, the number of young 
weaned is likely to be limited by the environment. Hence, raising ovulation rate by selection 
will not increase number weaned, implyinga genetic correlation of 0. However, if selection on 
number weaned produces a response (however small), it will be accompanied by the appropriate 
rise in ovulation rate, implying a genetic correlation close to I. In general, I expect that 
environmental limitation of lifetime reproduction will produce negative correlations between 
component traits.

THE DEFICIENCIES OF APPLYING QUANTITATIVE GENETICS CURRENTLY

I see nothing wrong with the theoretical development of quantitative genetics. But I 
quarrel with the way in which many conclusions are drawn from quantitative genetics and then 
applied to animal breeding. I believe the problem arises because most people overlook the 
everpresent constraining influence of the environment on lifetime reproduction. This limiting 
constraint exists now as a result of the natural selection that hss been acting continuously in the 
pdst.

1. I start with a trivial, but typical, example, the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This 
can be shown to hold if there are no forces acting on the population. In life, forces are always 
acting.

2. Falconer (1981) says "The absence of differential viability and fertility was 
specified as a condition in the theoretical development of the subject: that is to say, natural 
selection was assumed to be 8bsent." In life, natural selection is everpresent. It is extremely 
difficult to prevent it acting, even in highly controlled experiments.

3. The usual explanation accompanying "tandem selection" is another trivial example. 
After trait 1 has been improved it is left, while trait 2 is improved. One assumes that trait 1 
remains at the improved level. But, in life, natural selection will pull it down again as soon as 
selection for it stops. After all, why was it at a low level in the first place?



The logic of this trivial example is seen again in the belief, often expressed, that genetic 
gain is "permanent". In real life natural selection will act to lower any trait previously raised 
by artificial selection, which will happen unless artificial selection continues. So what does 
"permanent" mean?

4. In all muRiple-regression-type calculations (e.g. in constructing selection indices) 
linear relationships between traits are assumed, because the mathematics necessary for 
curvilinear relationships is far more complex. But in life many relationships between traits 
are not linear, particularly between those contributing to fitness (Falconer, 1981 ,ch. 20). 
Furthermore, as a population responds to selection, values of h^ and r alter. Hence, any 
selection index cannot predict accurately what will occur after a few generations.

5. Most geneticists seem to assume that raising the level of reproduction early in life 
assures high reproduction throughout life. The curves in figure 1 are incompatible with this 
view. In fact, if lifetime performance curves vary as discussed in relation to figure 1, this 
affects the way we must interpret the concept "repeatability" of traits over the lifetime.

6. Traitsare often visualized as separate entities related via correlations, etc. This 
leads geneticists to predict symmetrical genetic correlations and hence to advocate the 
improvement of number weaned by indirect selection using ovulation rate. As already pointed 
out, if number weaned is limited to I or 2 by the environmentally constrained lactation of the 
dam, then even 20 ova shed will not be able to remove this limit.

THE NEW PERSPECTIVE

1. Need for an ontogenetic view: Coded genetic instructions cause cell division, 
differentiation, growth, development, reproduction and ultimate death. The environment also 
influences snd modifies this developmental path. Whatever happens early in life constrains to 
some extent what can happen later.

Selection (natural 8nd artificial) is the process that ensures that the individuals with 
the most appropriate ontogenetic pathways leave the most young. The "most appropriate" are 
these leaving themost young. Lifetime reproduction, with length of life appropriately balanced 
against rapidity of generation turnover, will rise as high as it can, i.e. to the point where 
animals exploit all available resources to the full.

If we could understand gene action in terms of the action of each gene on this ontogenetic 
developmental path, when it turns on, how long it acts, etc., then we would be in a much better 
position to approach the improvement of animals usefully. Genetic engineering techniques are 
likely to contribute to our understanding of the place of genes in this developmental physiology.

2. The meaning of being limited bv the resources of the environment: An example will 
illustrate the point best. I speculate that in benign tropical environments, where food is 
available throughout the year and temperature is never low. sheep (especially if they don't have 
to produce wool) will become highly fecund, achieving high litter size through small size of 
individuals. Sheep in temperate climates, where lambs can die from cold end where feed is 
available seasonally, will have bigger and fewer lambs, and rapid growth rate when feed is 
available. If these temperate sheep must also produce a heavy fleece before they are chosen to 
breed, their reproduction will fall further. Each of these requirements, large size of lamb, 
rapid growth rate, heavy fleece, has diverted resources that, in the tropical sheep, could go
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towards fecundity. Thus, at the level of the individual animal, there will always be antagonisms 
between the different traits that contribute to lifetime reproduction. These antagonisms will 
express themselves in the phenotype, but also via negative genetic correlated responses in 
selection programs. There are even negative maternal effects across generations, e.g. mice born 
in a large litter are smaller snd have smaller litters, at least in early parities, than mice born 
in small litters.

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL ANIMAL IMPROVEMENT

1. With very rare exceptions (such as in recently improved environments, or after 
recently changed production systems), female animals are limited by their environments.
Hence, every trait contributing significantly to reproduction should be in an optimal relation to 
all other such traits. The improvement of any one will occur only at the cost of depressing 
others. These side effects will often be economically worse than the gains made.

2. The constraint imposed by limited environmental resources causes populations to 
respond very precisely to the exact selection criteria imposed. Selection of reproduction in the 
first litter gives a response in the first litter, which may or may not carry through to later 
litters. As well, size may alter, performance later in life may drop, and so on. Itisveryhard 
to predict all side effects. This means that unless we know genetic parameters very much better 
than we do now, the construction of selection indices, particularly where the selection goals are 
not identical with the selection criteria, is unlikely to lead us to where we thought we would get.

3. If important traits are in optimal relationships to each other, the rather drastic 
changes aimed at through genetic engineering (or through more direct interference such as 
growth hormone injections) must exert such pressures on the phenotypes of animals that 
reproduction must suffer. I, therefore, do not expect that genetic engineering will have a great 
impact in farm animals. We must look for exploitable short-term gains that do not rely on 
being expressed in a breeding population.

4. How can we improve animals?

a) We can improve traits that do not compete for resources needed by reproduction. As 
an example, I believe that making the diameter of wool fibres finer, so that the fleecedoubles in 
value, will be much easier to do than to make sheep produce twice as much wool.

b) We can alter the environment. We can give more resources to the breeding female. 
Examples are: provision of shelter; incubators and brooders for poultry; bottle-feeding of lambs 
from birth. Note that pasture improvement does not necessarily provide more resources to a 
ewe if stocking rate is raised at the same time.

c) We can redefine the production system. Long life may not be needed. If so, we can 
select animals on performance "early in life", which under the new system is the whole life.
Such redefinitions of the productive system will generally lead to a response as the population 
adepts to the new system, being no longer selected towards performance in the now abandoned 
part of the system.

d) Both b) and c) require an economic evaluation. If the provision of more resources, 
or the redefinition of the production system, is economically sound, a commercially useful 
responce to selection can be achieved.



APPEAL

The results accumulating in our research group all confirm that this way of looking at 
inheritance of reproduction is correct. The literature on selection responses, particularly 
where side effects could be monitored, seems also to be entirely compatible with the views 
outlined in this paper.

I invite you to think carefully about the matters raised here. I am confident that real 
advances in understanding the improvement of commercially important traits of livestock will 
follow.
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